U11 Match Report  Surrey “B” Festival  13 April 2014
Fun in the Sun at premier Surrey Festival!

Great performance from whole squad to rack up a dozen tries.
Let’s hope the weather by the seaside on tour in Minehead matches the glorious sunshine we had at Epsom.
Equipped with our fine marquee and Wimbledon flags proudly flying high, our B squad played with equal
style, pride and passion. Easter holidays caused havoc with player availability and with some late injuries/
illnesses to Gabriel and Sam Groves, we entered the fray with only a squad of 13 meaning a lot of game time
for all. Charlie Cowpland is also out for the rest of the season with a knee injury (but still coming on tour) so
here’s to a speedy recovery, Charlie. We welcomed Charlie Arthur making his B Festival debut and it was
good to see Clement and Jeremy back in action.
The “new look” Surrey Festival format had 18 teams entered from around the whole of Surrey but we only
ended up playing four randomly drawn games with no prizes on offer. However, it did not reduce from the
intensity of the matches and it certainly meant the festival ended early but the jury is still out on this new
initiative. One unnamed ex-professional suggested that “Rugby was the winner!” and perhaps that’s correct.

Sutton & Epsom: Won 21-7
Scorers: Freddie (1T), Jude (1T) and Billy (1T, 3C)

We enjoyed a fairly leisurely start with our first match
scheduled at 10:40am and so this aided the bonhomie
amongst the group. We were also fortunate to be up
against a team that we have never lost to.
We were in total control throughout the game and the score
could/should have been much higher but on a couple of
occasions we were held up tantalisingly short. Elliot, for
instance, was unlucky not to get on the score sheet making
some great breaks in his new, improving role at scrum half.
Freddie’s strong running (pictured left) was too much for
the opposition and both him and Jude picked up a try each.
Billy added a third – in his return to Wimbledon from a short
sabbatical (!) – and slotted home all three conversions.

Richmond: Lost 14-0
Oh dear! Perhaps the relaxed nature of the squad was our
undoing here. Richmond are one of the best clubs in our area
and our proud boys did superbly well to match them
throughout the 14 minutes.
But for two lapses of
concentration, it should have been a deserved draw or
perhaps even a snatched victory – we were good enough.
The first Richmond try came from a turnover ball in a ruck, in
which we had started with possession – a recurring theme of
the day was not enough drive or counter rucking from the
forwards. The second was a breakaway try again against the
run of play. We do need to up the intensity at the breakdown.
However, the whole team played extremely well and Clement
was especially brave when he went off the pitch with a (later
diagnosed) dislocated elbow. Freddie, too, refused to buckle
when getting a fetching stud scrape below the eye (a lucky
escape!)

Old Reigatians: Won 10-7
Scorers: Freddie (2T)

A real nail biter this one. A second defeat would have been harsh and not really representative of the boy’s
performance at the festival but phew it was close. Billy’s 100% record at conversions evaded him during this
match with one unlucky strike hitting the post. Freddie was outstanding again in the loose with many driving
mauls ably supported by the rest of the pack (Felix, Freddie G, Seb, Jude and Charlie). (…../cont’d.)

(…./cont’d). We took the early lead but with the try
unconverted, it was only five points. Old Reigatians
were probably the best side we came up against and
it was a real close tussle with, again, a huge effort
from the whole squad. Hugh made some great
defensive catches/breaks at full back – a position he
relishes and the tackling was undaunted.
However, inevitably, Old Reigatian’s took the lead
with a converted try and it was looking like a narrow
and another unlucky defeat for us. But no! Our
brave boys never gave up and following a great
sequence of running, driving and support play, the
ball fell to Freddie to drive over for the winning try.
The Old Reigatians coach looked glum indeed!

Old Caterhams: Won 35-25
Scorers: Liam (1T), Seb (1T), Hugh (1T), Billy (1T), Freddie (1T), Nathan (1T), Jude (1T)

So we came to the final match and
somewhat disappointingly the “Cats”
only showed up with six players.
Rather than abandon the game we
opted for two halves of six-a-side on
half a pitch with uncontested scrums.
It was a good chance for the whole
squad to have a good run around and it
was pleasing to see a few other boys
get on the score sheet such as Liam,
Seb, Hugh and Nathan which was just
reward for their fine efforts
throughout the day. Conceding five
tries to our seven was perhaps a bit
disappointing but it was not a serious
encounter.
All the usual thanks go to the helpers, coffee providers, marquee erectors and fellow coaches (whose
technical ability does not stretch to marquee erection!). Also, of course to the parents, players and some
siblings who got up early on a Sunday and walked a mile across the biggest car park in Surrey. It was a
pleasure to run the day and it certainly did seem that everyone enjoyed themselves and, yes, perhaps rugby
was the winner!
Here’s to the beaches (and playing fields) of Somerset!

Surrey B Festival – April 2014
Back Row: Clement, Freddie G, Sebastian, Billy, Freddie H, Liam, Jeremy
Front Row: Hugh, Charlie A, Jude, Elliot, Nathan, Wilf

